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In press and advance online
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**Book chapters**


**Other publications (e.g., theses, popular science, abstracts)**


Heintz, S. & Hofmann, J. (2017). War es nur Spass oder war es Spott? Beiträge aus der psychologischen Forschung zu Humor und Lachen. [Was it only a joke or was it mockery? Contributions of the psychological research on humor and laughter.] *Stichleien im Müsigricht (anthology)* (pp. 94–105). Steinen, Switzerland: Verein Kulturplatz Müsigricht.


Organized symposia


Presentations

Invited talks and workshops


**Paper presentations and symposium contributions** [+ denotes supervised students]


**Poster presentations [+ denotes supervised students]**


Heintz, S., Ruch, W., & Wagner, L. (2018, April). Humor and happiness: Differential relationships of eight comic styles with subjective well-being and satisfaction with different life domains. 28th Poster


Heintz, S., Unger, K., & Kray, J. (2012, May). What role does the Error Positivity play? A test of the behavioral adaptation vs. affective processing account. Poster presented at the Licentiate, Master, and Doctorate Congress (LiMaDoKo) 2012 of the Department of Psychology, University of Zurich, Zurich, Switzerland, May 31, 2012.


Media appearances

- 2019: Interview for the Hessian Broadcasting Corporation (“hr2-Kultur der Tag”) on “Humor ist, wenn man trotzdem lacht! Wie witzig ist die Fassnacht?” (Having a sense of humor means looking on the bright side! How funny is carnival?) Available at https://www.hr2.de/gespraech/der-tag/podcast-der-tag/index.html
- 2019: Interview for the magazine “Schweizer Bauer” (Swiss farmer; issue from May 11th 2019, pp. 15–17), documentation on humor. Available at https://www.schweizerbauer.ch/artikel_23197.html